Preoperative planning and breast implant selection for volume difference management in asymmetrical breasts
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ABSTRACT

Aim: To assess volume management in patients presenting with breast asymmetry and ptosis. Methods: Retrospectively collected data was analysed. The patients were divided into 3 groups. Group A included patients who had volumetric difference alone and had different size implants alone. Group B included patients who had volumetric difference with breast ptosis requiring mastopexy with different size implants. Group C included patients who presented with breast asymmetry with ptosis and had same size implants on both sides with different volume breast reduction.

Results: Subgroup A1 included 145 patients who had larger implants placed on right side. Subgroup A2 included 95 patients who had larger implants on the left side. Subgroup B1 included 7 patients who had larger implants on the right. Subgroup B2 included 13 patients who had larger implant on the left side. Subgroup C1 included 7 patients who had larger reduction on the right side. Subgroup C2 included 11 patients who had larger reduction on left. Conclusion: When different volume implants are used, the vast majority of the patients do not require a volume difference of more than 60 mL. When the breast is larger on the right then larger mean volumes are used on left side to offset the larger right breast.
INTRODUCTION

Breast and chest asymmetries are common and have been documented in aesthetically perfect models as well as randomly selected females through public advertisement.\textsuperscript{[1,2]}

Randomly selected patients presenting for augmentation mammoplasty had their preoperative pictures retrospectively analysed by independent observers.\textsuperscript{[3]} Breast and chest asymmetries also were prospectively recorded using detailed physical examination and measurements. Data was analysed and reported along with the relative prevalence and distribution of the larger side involved in these asymmetrical cases.\textsuperscript{[4]} All published articles in last 6 decades may have reflected from different angle highlighting various aspect and asymmetries of chest and breasts but one thing was commonly shared by all these authors was that breast and chest asymmetries are very common. However there is a lack of information on different volume implants used or different volume reductions performed for the management of these asymmetries when these patients presents for augmentation mammoplasty or one stage augmentation mammoplasty with mastopexy. The current article highlights volume management in 278 such patients who had different size implants or different weight tissue resection for asymmetry correction.

METHODS

In current study for breast volume difference management, retrospectively collected data was analysed. All patients had round cohesive gel textured implants placed in muscle splitting biplaner pocket and single surgeon consecutively performed all surgeries. Patients presenting with breast asymmetry requiring different size implants alone, mastopexy with different size implants and same size implants with different breast volume reduction for mastopexy were selected.

The patients were divided into 3 groups. Group A included patients who had volumetric difference without ptosis and were treated with different size implants alone. Group A was further divided into A1 receiving larger of the 2 implants on the right side and A2 receiving larger of the 2 implants on the left side. Group B patients included who had volumetric difference along with breast ptosis or nipple level difference. The group was treated using different size implants for volume correction with similar size tissue resection for mastopexy. This group was further divided into B1 and B2. B1 included patients who had larger size implants on the right hand side and B2 included patients with larger implants placed on the left hand side. Group C included patients who presented with breast asymmetry with ptosis and had same size implants on both sides with different volume breast reduction on one side to correct asymmetry. Group C was further divided into C1 and C2. C1 included patients who had more tissue removed from right side than the left and C2 included patients who had more tissue removed from the left side.

Statistical analysis

The data were analyzed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS), version 19.0. The results are presented in the text as frequency, percentage for qualitative/categorical variable (smoking, difference in implant size) and mean ± SD for quantitative/continuous variables (age, implant size, and tissue removed, etc.). The statistical analysis was performed using the Chi-square test of proportion for the comparison of qualitative/categorical variables and the t-test for the comparison of quantitative/continuous variables. A $P$-value $< 0.05$ was assumed to be statistically significant.

RESULTS

Since 2005, 1,450 patients had augmentation mammoplasty and 150 patients had augmentation mammoplasty with mastopexy in muscle splitting biplane pocket. Of these 1,600 patients, 278 patients presented with significantly noticeable asymmetry and were operated for augmentation mammoplasty alone or augmentation mammoplasty with mastopexy.

Group A

Of 1,450 patients who had augmentation mammoplasty alone, 240 patients presented with significantly noticeable breast volume asymmetries without noticeable nipple level asymmetries or ptosis.

Mean age of patients was 29.3 ± 7.9 years (range 18-53 years). Mean size of the implant on the right side was 343.4 ± 66.2 mL (range 200-605 mL) and the mean size of implants on the left side was 352.9 ± 86.5 mL (range 170-655 mL). There was no statistical difference when mean implant size of symmetrical augmentation mammoplasty was compared with mean implant size used on right or left side in patients with asymmetrical breasts ($P = 0.650$ and 0.052 respectively) [Tables 1 and 2].

This group was further divided into A1 and A2. Subgroup A1 included 145 patients who had larger implants placed on right side. In this group of patients, mean implant size used on the right was 358.6 ± 63.3 mL as compared to 317.0 ± 62.5 mL on the left side. Subgroup A2 included 95 patients who had larger...
implants on the left side. In this group, mean size of the implants on the left was 329.3 ± 64.1 mL as compared to 309.3 ± 64.1 mL on the right side. There was a significant statistical difference between the sizes of the implants used on the two sides in both subgroups (P = 0.001 and 0.001 respectively) [Table 3 and Figures 1 and 2].

### Group B

Of 137 augmentation mammoplasty with mastopexy, 20 patients presented with significant asymmetry of breasts and treated with different size implants with same size breast tissue reduction. The group had a mean age of 31.6 ± 10.1 years (range 18-51 years).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Implants on right side (mL)</th>
<th>Implants on left side (mL)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>358.6 ± 63.37</td>
<td>317.0 ± 62.51</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>329.3 ± 64.09</td>
<td>407.8 ± 89.53</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This group was further divided into B1 and B2. Subgroup B1 included 7 patients who had larger implants on the right. In this subgroup, mean size of the implant on the right side was 334.0 ± 52.2 mL as compared to 270.0 ± 42.7 mL on the left side. There was a statistical difference between the implant sizes used on two sides (P = 0.027). Subgroup B2 included 13 patients who had larger implant on the left side and mean size in this subgroup was 377.0 ± 102.4 mL on left as compared to 297.0 ± 82.1 mL on the right. There was a statistical difference on the two sides (P = 0.037) [Tables 4 and 5].

### Group C

Of the 150 augmentation mastopexy, 18 patients presented with significant asymmetry with ptosis and had same size implants with more tissue removed.
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from one of the two sides for breast volume asymmetry correction (> 20 g). Mean tissue excised from right side was 114.0 ± 172.1 g as compared to 124.0 ± 107.8 g on the left. There was no statistical difference between the tissues removed from two sides (P = 0.835) [Figures 3 and 4].

The group was further subdivided in C1 and C2. Subgroup C1 included 7 patients who had larger breasts on right side and had more tissue removed from their right side (> 20 g). Mean weight of tissue excised from the right side was 276.0 ± 265.9 g as compared to 181.0 ± 185.8 g on left side. There was no statistical difference on the breast tissue removed from two sides in this group (P = 0.530). Subgroup C2 included 11 patients who had larger breast on left and more tissue excised from left side. In this group mean weight of the tissue removed from left side was 105.0 ± 44.6 g as compared to 49.0 ± 24.5 g on right.

Table 4: Comparison of average size implants used in symmetrical breasts with ptosis and that of average size implants used in asymmetrical breasts requiring mastopexy with different size implants with same volume tissue reduction (group B)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symmetrical breasts with ptosis (n = 117)</th>
<th>Asymmetrical breasts with ptosis (n = 20)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Range (mL)</td>
<td>170-800</td>
<td>200-495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean ± SD</td>
<td>302 ± 87.1</td>
<td>314 ± 75.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Comparative analysis and relative distribution of different size implants used in asymmetrical breasts with ptosis (group B1 and B2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Larger implant used on</th>
<th>Right (mL)</th>
<th>Left (mL)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group B1 (n = 7)</td>
<td>334 ± 52.2</td>
<td>270 ± 42.7</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group B2 (n = 13)</td>
<td>297 ± 82.1</td>
<td>377 ± 102.4</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Statistical analysis was significant on two sides (P = 0.001) [Table 6].

DISCUSSION

Chest and breast asymmetries are very common and its prevalence has been reported in retrospective and prospective studies.[1-4] The reported incidence of prospective clinical examination showed volume and nipple areolar level difference of 46.6% and 32.6% respectively and were significantly noticeable on left.[4]

Chest and breast asymmetries were also noted in 88% of patients[3] and a combination of manual and 3D photography showed 81.7% soft tissue volumetric differences and when these soft differences were combined with chest bony asymmetries, incidences of asymmetry rose to 100%.[5] Another commonly overlooked asymmetry is asymmetrically placed nipple areolar complex in horizontal axis.[6] However none of the above studies gave details of volume difference management.[3-6]

Augmentation mammoplasty when performed alone or as a single stage breast augmentation with mastopexy has shown an acceptable results.[7-9] However,
studies did not include details for volume difference management in asymmetrical breasts even though the most common reason for implant related revision noted was change of size of implant. A good interactive process of preoperative sizing for implants is effective and can avoid revisional surgery. A more rigid high five or more scientific and accurate way is to use 3-D photography combined with measurements of patients. However a rigid five point system or 3-D photography without patient's participation can leave the subject unhappy. In author's practice, a trial of fixed volume implants in a desired size brassiere is practical and effective and revision rates of less than 1% was reported. After carrying out a careful examination of chest, breast and tissue characteristics, different size and profile implants are placed in a desired size bra until surgeon and patients agree on the size and symmetry of breasts. Those who presents with breast asymmetry with ptosis, patients are given the choice to have either similar size implants with more tissue resection from larger breast or having same amount of tissue reduced from both sides with different size implants. There is an advantage of asymmetrical breast tissue reduction and use of same size implants. In case, a patient gains or loses weight in future, breast volume is likely to go up or down in similar proportions without reintroducing asymmetry. However when two different size implants are used leaving original breast asymmetry unaddressed, patient’s weight changes may accentuate original breast volumetric differences. The use of fixed-volume implants for asymmetry correction has shown low revision rate. 

Other commonly used options are adjustable breast implants or intraoperative sizers. In more complex deformities, more complex surgical procedures are required.

Analysis of the current study has shown some interesting results. In group A that required asymmetry correction using different size implants only, out of 240 patients, 145 (60%) breasts were larger on the left showing a relative predisposition of left side to be larger as reported in earlier studies. When different sizes implants were used on two sides in group A (A1 and A2) and compared with the size of the implants used in symmetrical breasts, there was no statistical difference between the sizes of implants used in each group. However when the implants sizes were compared on two sides in patients with asymmetry, the difference in breast implant sizes was significant. Also, when the right breast is larger, the difference is likely to be more noticeable requiring larger average volume for correction on

**Table 6: Over all mean tissue resection from each side in group C, as well as respective mean tissue resection from each breast when breast were larger on either right (C1) or left side (C2)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Right breast</th>
<th>Left breast</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average tissue resection from asymmetrical breasts (n = 18)</td>
<td>114 ± 172.1</td>
<td>124 ± 107.8</td>
<td>0.835</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More tissue resected from right bigger breast (group C1, n = 7)</td>
<td>276 ± 265.9</td>
<td>181 ± 185.8</td>
<td>0.530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More tissue resected from left bigger breasts (group C2, n = 11)</td>
<td>49 ± 24.5</td>
<td>105 ± 44.6</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 3: (A-C) A 29-year-old patient who presented with bilateral breast asymmetry with associated class C ptosis on her right and class B ptosis on her left side; (D-F) 8 months following right vertical scar and left periareolar mastopexy. She had 255 mL moderate profile round textured cohesive gel silicone implants. She had 55 g tissue removed from right side as compared to 12 g from her left side](image-url)
smaller left breast (mean volume 407.8 mL) as compared to the volume of implant used on the right side to correct asymmetry when left breast is larger (mean volume 317.0 mL) [Table 3]. Similarly when left breast is larger, only 12.4% patients had larger than 60 mL implants on the right breast as compared to 38.9% requiring more than 60 mL difference implant on the opposite side when right breast was larger. The results again concurred with the previously published work [Table 7].[14]

As one would expect, patient requiring mastopexy with augmentation mammoplasty have in general or present with larger breasts than patients who require augmentation mammoplasty alone. The latter group is generally hypoplastic as compared to those patients requesting for augmentation mammoplasty and mastopexy due to excess breast skin and excess breast tissue accompanied with ptosis. It was expected that relatively higher prevalence of larger breast be on right than on left side. When the sizes of the implants in this group was analysed, it was noted that slightly larger mean size implant (339 mL) was needed on left breast to compensate right larger side breast (B2) when compared with the mean size implant (314 mL) used on the right side to compensate left larger breast (B1). This also was noted that mastopexy requiring augmentation mammoplasty, larger mean size implants in group B2 were used on the left side in 13 patients with a larger difference (80 mL) as compared to 7 patients in group B1, where larger implant was used on the right with smaller difference (64 mL) to compensate larger breasts on the left side.

The weight of tissue resection was also analysed in 18 patients (group C) presenting with noticeable breast asymmetry requiring mastopexy with augmentation mammoplasty. These patients had same size implants with more tissue removed from the larger side (> 20 g). This was noted that when the breast was larger on the right side, the mean weight of the tissue removed was 95 g more as compared to 56 g, when left breast needed reduction for symmetry. The result emphasize that when the breast is larger on the right, it tends to be relatively larger than patients presenting with larger breast on the left side [Table 6].

Volume difference in asymmetrical breasts can be assessed preoperatively using 3D photograpgy[5] or retrospectively by analyzing the volume difference of the implants used on two sides in patients who presented with asymmetrical breasts and had augmentation mammoplasty without mastopexy. The volume difference can also be analysed in patients who needed augmentation mammoplasty with mastopexy. In the latter group, volume difference of the implants can be analysed when two different size

### Table 7: Relative incidence of larger volume implant used on respective sides based on the volume of the prosthesis used in asymmetrical breasts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Difference (mL)</th>
<th>Implant bigger right A1 (n = 145)</th>
<th>Implant bigger left A2 (n = 95)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 30</td>
<td>31 (21.4%)</td>
<td>20 (21.1%)</td>
<td>0.951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-60</td>
<td>96 (66.2%)</td>
<td>38 (40.0%)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 60</td>
<td>18 (12.4%)</td>
<td>37 (38.9%)</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: (A-C) A 19-year-old patient presenting with breast hypertrophy, asymmetry and bilateral class C ptosis. Her right breast was markedly larger than the left; (D-F) postoperative results 10 months following Wise pattern mastopexy with 230 mL round low profile textured cohesive gel silicone implants. She had 173 g tissue removed from her right and 147 g tissue removed from her left breast.
implants were used with similar breast tissue reduction or where two different weight tissue reductions were performed with same size implants. In author’s opinion 3D photography is a more scientific and accurate tool to evaluate the difference as it measures the difference of chest wall asymmetry as well as breast volume asymmetry. Use of 3D photography has shown an incidence of 100% asymmetries and comprised of soft tissue, chest wall and combined soft tissue and chest wall asymmetries. The breakdown of volumetric differences was also reported in the study. The article noted a difference of 0-10 mL in 2.2%, 11-25 mL in 21.9%, 26-50 mL in 28.9%, 51-100 mL in 29.3% and > 101 mL in 17.7% of the females. However revision rate for the size or shape of the implants was not reported in the study neither the relative distribution of larger size breast, chest or combined asymmetries of the two.** In a previously published author’s article, a retrospective analysis of the volume differences in 146 augmentations mammaplasties showed twice as many patients needing larger implants on the right side to compensate larger breast on the left. Less mean volume was needed on the right side to compensate left larger breasts than the mean volume used on the left side to offset larger breast on the right. In the same study 0-30 mL volume difference was needed in 35.6%, 31-60 mL difference was used in 48.6%, 60-90 mL difference was used in 7.5% and > 90 mL difference was used in 8.2% of the patients. There was only one patient who required revision surgery for size change on one side.** Sample included patients who had augmentation mammaplasties alone, all patients were operated by the same surgeon using muscle splitting technique for implant pocket. In current study, asymmetries of breasts requiring augmentation and mastopexy were added to augmentation mammaplasty group. It was again noted that when asymmetries are present, left breast was larger in majority of the patients. In subgroup A1 with larger left breasts, 87.6% needed implants with a difference of less than 60 mL as compared to 61.1% in subgroup A2 with larger right breasts. Similarly, when a volume greater than 60 mL was needed to compensate for size difference, it was mostly needed on left side for the right larger breasts [Table 7].**

In conclusion, breast and chest asymmetries are very common. The left breast or chest or both are likely to be larger than the right chest, breast or both. Not all patients request or require different size implants. When different volume implants are used, the vast majority the patients do not require a volume difference of more than 60 mL. When the breast is larger on the right then larger mean volumes are used on left side to offset the larger right breast.
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